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The
TheCaddie provides your guests the premium and high-end 

experience they expect from your facility, ensuring discreet look 

and cleanliness during your daily housekeeping operations.

Invisible In-room housekeeping has now reached its peak.

Customizable housekeeping trolley.

Discreet, silent and lightweight cart 

for a stylish and efficient service.

You can choose to have either a soft-top 

with additional inner pockets or a 

hard-top version for an even quicker 

service.  

Choose between 2 or 4 wheels.

Sturdy and silent Nylon wheels with double ball bearing.

Big 110mm rear wheels ensure long durability.

Small 50mm front wheels for the highest maneuverability.

Standard colors are Black, Brown and 

Burgundy but many other colors 

available on request starting from an 

incredible MOQ of 15 pieces.

COLORS

Handie Trendie Buddie

TheCaddie is a 100% made in 

Italy product with Italian and 

European components.

Quality you can rely on for your 

daily operations, 365 days a 

year, 24 hours a day.

QUALITY MADE IN ITALY

Product code

Weight

Dimension (LxWxH)

Outer dimension with pockets

Material

Inner storage capacity

050601XX 050602XX 050603XX

8,8 Kg 2,9 Kg 11,7 Kg

45x38x62 cm 45x38x27 cm 45x38x89 cm

45x45x62 cm - 45x45x89 cm

PVCP (Hydrorepellent PVC-coated Polyester 600)

0,099 m³ 0,042 m³ 0,141 m³

Handie Trendie Buddie

Turn-down service bag.

Compact, ergonomic and 

versatile quick solution for an 

impeccable quick service.

A complete set of 2 separate 

elements brought together for an 

impeccable and efficient invisible 

housekeeping service.

1

STYLE AND EFFICIENCY

2

3

BU - Blue BK - Black

RE - Red BR - Brown

LG - Light GreyDG - Dark Grey

The ultimate invisible
housekeeping solution 

The ultimate invisible 
housekeeping solution 



REMOVABLE CARRY CADDY

UPPER PART

TRENDIE SECURED

RIGHT SIDE

TASCHE MULTIUSO

VERTICAL 

LOADING

HORIZONTAL 

LOADING

2 sliding and removable drawers, one of 

which has long handles and can act a as 

a Carry Caddy. Amenities and supplies 

will always be organized.

Drawers can be operated without opening 

the lower compartment of the trolley.

Heavy duty and ergonomic reinforced handles 

for an easy and quick storage when the cart is 

not in use.

TheCaddie is equipped with a security clip to 

prevent unauthorized access to its content.

Hard-top version features a TSA lock.

Rigid plastic Caddy with inner adjustable 

velcro dividers, keeping amenities and 

items organized. Dividers can be 

removed and the Caddy can be washed 

and rinsed with water.

LOWER PART
The lower compartmenrt is 

equipped with 2 pockets for 

additional supplies.

Cleaning items will always have 

their place with TheCaddie.

Strong elastic fastening strap 

wraps around the sticks for a 

secured storage while in motion.

Removable and washable plastic 

pocket liners for an unmatched 

hygiene.

The outer back pocket conceals a smart and useful big removable plastic 

liner which can be used as garbage pocket.

This Caddie innovation conceals a removable drawer 

which can act as a Carry Caddy.

Removable velcro dividers provide highest hygienic levels.

A front supplies pocket and a transparent sheet-holder complete the set.

Heavy duty fastening strap secure TRENDIE 

from falling when used in combination with 

HANDIE trolley.

Multipocket compartment 

for cleaning stuff.

HANDLES

SECURITY

BACK SIDE

LEFT SIDE

Handie Trendie


